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IN THE CLAIMS

Claims 1-79 (Cancelled)

80. (Amended) The method of claim 72 , A method for monitoring intra-thoracic fluid

content usino an implanted cardiac stimulation device comorisinQ at least two imolanted

electrodes, the method comprising:

responsive to occun-ence of a cardiac event, delivering an impedance

measurement pulse at a predetermined interval therefrom:

measuring impedance between the two electrodes usino the delivered

impedance measurement pulse:

oerformina the first three steps repeatedly over a period extending over multiple

davs to acouire a set of Impedance data:

emplovino the set of impedance data to determine whether intra-thoracic fluid

content is Increasing or decreasing: and

wherein the device comprises leads carrying the electrodes and wherein the

method further comprises employing the measured impedances to assess the integrity

of the leads.

81 . (Previously presented) The method of claim 80, further comprising declaring the

set of impedance data flawed responsive to the assessment of the integrity of the leads.

82. (Previously presented) The method of claim 81 , wherein assessment of the

integrity of the leads comprises comparing a measured impedance to a prior measured

impedance to determine whether the measured impedance differs from the prior

measured impedance by more than a defined amount.

^ Y ^—(Concollod) Tho mothod of cla im 81, further compris ing docloring tho sot of

\ ^ impodonco doto vol id rocponoivo to tho moaourod impodonoo differing from tho pr ior

\ meaeurod impedance by loss than the defined amount.
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(Currently amended) The mothod of claim 72, A method for monitoring intra-

thoracic fluid content using an implanted cardiac stimulation device comDrisina at least

two implanted electrodes, the method comprising:

responsive to occurrence of a cardiac event, delivering an impedance

measurement pulse at a predetermined interval therefrom:

measuring impedanre between the two electrodes using the delivered

impedance measurement pulse:

performing the first three steps reoeatedlv over a period extending over multiple

davs to acouire a set of impedance data:

emplovino the set of impedance data to determine whether intra-thoracic fluid

content is increasing or decreasing; and

herein declaring the set of impedance data flawed is performed responsive to a

said measured impedance differing fix)m a prior said measured impedance by more

than a defined amount.

J84r (Previously presented) The method of claim ^further comprising declaring the

set of impedance data valid responsive to the said measured impedance differing firom

the said prior measured impedance by less than the defined amount.

(Currently amended) Tho mothod of olQim 72, A method for monitoring intra-

thoracic fluid content using an implanted cardiac stimulation device comprising at least

two implanted eiectnpdes. the method comprising:

responsive to occurrence of a cardiac event, delivering an impedance

measurement pulse at a predetermined interval therefrom:

measuring impedance between the two electrodes using the delivered

impedance measurement pulse:

performing the first three steps repeatedly over a period extending over multiple

days to acouire a set of impedance data:

emplovino the set of impedance data to determine whether intra-thoracic fluid

content is increasing or decreasing: and
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wlierein the device comprises at least a third electrode and wherein the method

further comprises perfomning a cross check of the measured impedance values by

measuring an impedance using the third electrode.

(Previously presented) The method of claim gSrwherein the method further

comprises declaring the set of impedance data flawed is performed responsive to the

impedance measured using the third electrode.

(Currently amended) The dev ice of c laim 87, A implantable device capable of

measuring intra-thoracic fluid content, comprising:

at least two implantable electrodes.:

means for determining occurrences of cardiac events:

an impedance measurement means for measuring impedance between the

electrodes repeatedly over a period extending over multiple davs to acouire a set of

impedance data, the impedance measurement means comprising:

means responsive to occurrence of a cardiac event, for delivering an impedance

measurement pulse separated by a predetemnined interval therefrom:

means for measurinq impedance between the two electrodes using the delivered

impedance measurement pulse: and

means responsive to the set of impedance data for determining whether intra-

thoracic fluid content is increasing or decreasing: and

wherein the device comprises leads carrying the electrodes and wherein the

device further comprises means for employing the measured impedances to assess the

integrity of the leads.

(Previously presented) The device of claim^ further comprising means for

declaring the set of impedance data flawed responsive to the assessment of the

integrity of the leads.

(Cancelled)
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assessment of the integrity of the leads comprises means for cx>mparing a measured

.

impedance to a prior measured impedance to determine whether the measured

impedance differs from the prior measured impedance by more than a defined amount.

'QST. (Currently amended) The method of claim 87 , A implantable device capable of

measuring intra-thoracic fluid content, comprising:

at least two implantable electrodes.:

means for determining occurrences of cardiac events:

an impedance measurement means for measuring impedance between the

electrodes repeated Iv over a period extending over multiple davs to accuire a set of

impedance data, the impedance measurement means comprising:

means responsive to occurrence of a cardiac event, for delivering an impedance

measurement pulse separated bv a predetermined interval therefrom:

means for measuring impedance between the two electrodes using the delivered

impedance measurement pulse; and

means responsive to the set of impedance data for determining whether intra-

thoracic fluid content is increasing or decreasing: and

further comprising means for declaring the set of impedance data valid

responsive to a measured impedance differing from a prtor measured impedance by

less than a defined amount.

(Currently amended) The dev ice of claim 87, A implantable device capable of

measuring intra-thoraclc fluid content, comprising:

at least two implantable electrodes.:

means for detemiining occurrences of cardiac events:

an impedance measurement means for measuring impedance between the

electrodes repeatediv over a period extending over multiple davs to accuire a set of

impedance data, the impedance measurement means comprising:
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means responsive to occurrence of a cardiac event, for delivering an impedance

measurement pulse separated bv a predetermined inten/al therefrom:

means for measuring impedance between the two electrodes using the delivered

impedance measurement pulse: and

means responsive to the set of impedance data for determining whether intra-

thoracic fluid content is increasing or decreasing: and

further comprising means for declaring the set of impedance data flawed

responsive to a measured impedance differing from a prior measured impedance by

more than a defined amount.

too. (Previously presented) The device of claim^ further comprising means for

declaring the set of impedance data valid responsive to a measured impedance differing

from a prior measured impedance by less than the defined amount.

JWfl . (Cun-ently amended) Tho dovico of claim 87 A implantable device capable of

measuring intra-thoracic fluid content, comprising:

at least two implantable electrodes.:

means for detemfiining occurrences of cardiac events:

an impedance measurement means for measuring impedance between the

electrodes repeatediv over a period extending over multiple davs to acouire a set of

impedance data, the impedance measurement means comprising:

means responsive to occurrence of a cardiac event, for delivering an impedance

measurement pulse separated bv a predetermined inten/al therefrom:

means for measuring impedance between the two electrodes using the delivered

, impedance measurement pulse: and

means responsive to the set of impedance data for determining whether intra-

thoracic fluid content is increasing or decreasing: and further comprising:

a third electrode;

means for measuring an impedance employing the third electrode and
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means for perfonming a cross checl< of the set of impedance data by measuring

an impedance using tlie third electrode.

yi^, (Previously presented) The device of claim>eri , further comprising:

means for declaring the set of impedance data flawed responsive to the

impedance measured using the third electrode.

40a- 106. (Cancelled)


